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In the Arges county many agricultural fields are affected mixed pollution 
with oil and salty water and the Bogati zone is the second as surface 
affected. The activities of prevention and control eliminate the necessity 
of complex measures, often expensive regarding the costs and the time of 
decontamination of polluted soils. The best form of decontaminating is the 
leakage prevention of the oil products through adopting some ecological 
constructive solutions. 
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 The pollution with oil and oil-related products, oil residues and 

salty water induce modifications to the soil’s physical, chemical, biological 
properties. 

Depending on the nature of the pollution element, the 
modifications are different, both concerning the soil characteristics and also 
the intensity with which the process is made. Also, the direction from which 
the pollution is produced is important for the level of pollution degree and 
its consequences from an ameliorative perspective. 

In the Arges county, there are approximately 484 ha of agricultural 
fields affected by mixed pollution with oil and salty water. This figure 
shows the rate of losses that Romania and especially the agricultural 
producers are obliged to support every year. 

Due to studies made, it was possible to identify the more affected 
zones by pollution with oil and salty water in the Arges county. 

The Bogati zone is the second area polluted in our county. It has 
75ha contaminated with oil and salty water. 

- 1,25 ha are poorly polluted with petroleum and salty water; 
- 10,10 ha are temperately polluted with petroleum and salty water ; 
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- 6,30 ha are strongly polluted with petroleum and salty water; 
- 15,64 ha are very strongly polluted with petroleum and salty water; 
- 1,00 ha are strongly polluted with petroleum. 
The communal territory of Bogati area, respectively the surface 

under discussion, which is situated in the south-east of this area is included 
in Candesti platform between the rivers Arges and Dambovita. The relief is 
characterized by the presence of the plateaus – fields having an altitude of 
about 350-400 m strongly divided by a thick hydrographic network. In 
general, the passing from the plateau to the slopes is done slowly by narrow 
strips with 5 to8% slopes affected by a poorly temperate process of 
corrosion of the respective surface. The mountainsides are very different 
and complex (it depends on the size of the valleys and their type, too) 
regarding the slope aspect, the exposition, the microclimate, the old and the 
new slope processes. In the studied perimeter, the Eastern and Western 
expositions prevails with frequent slopes ranged from 20% to 25%. 

Some of the valleys with a profile under the shape of “V” are 
characterized by a slope, with or without a valley depth or a narrow meadow. 
The above elements play an important role in the distribution –flowing 
process or simply in the spreading process of pollution oil products (salty 
water and petroleum). In droughty periods, the soils on the plateau are 
cracked, that is why, when it starts raining, the pollution elements enter 
deeply inside the soil. Rains have a real importance in the penetration and 
spreading of pollution oil products because they can spread the petroleum 
outside the exploitation areas around the derricks, carrying it farther or 
closer depending on the flowing power of water in a strong interdependence 
connection with the land slope. The physic-chemical and morphological 
characteristics of soils in their natural state and then in their modified state 
as a result of pollution with oil products, have been achieved depending on 
the soil profiles placed on the grounds with unpolluted soils lacked of oil 
residues and on grounds with unpolluted soils. 

To complete the characterization and the settlement of habitats with 
polluted soils, the pedological profiles have been supplemented by tests 
from which some oil samples have been taken and the depths ranged up to 
100 cm, every sample being taken on 20 cm depth, respectively 0-20, 20-
40 ,40-60, 60-80, 80-100 cm. Based on the analytical data ( oil residue and 
soluble salts) obtained due to the soil samples from the pedological profiles 
and tests and the ground observations, there were established the polluted 
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areas, the three degrees of pollution, temperately, strongly and very strongly 
polluted, the intensity of pollution and a map of surfaces polluted with oil 
products was drawn up. 

 
MEASURES OF CONTROL FOR SOIL POLLUTION WITH OIL 

 
The activities of prevention and control eliminate the necessity of 

complex measures, often expensive regarding the costs and the time of 
decontamination of polluted soils. At the same time, with the help of the 
prevention and control measures of soil pollution, the source of pollution for 
other environmental factors (water, air) is also eliminated.  

The prevention measures consist, in principal, in applying some 
non-polluting technologies, and also in making the human communities 
aware of maintaining the environment clean because it is for their benefit to 
do this, both for the present and for the future communities as well. 

The prevention-control measures of the soils pollution must take 
into account the following aspects: 

- the pollution class-physical, chemical, biological and radioactive 
pollution 

- type of pollution ( up to date excavation activities, substances 
found in the air, radioactive substances, offal and residues, pesticides, oil 
residues) 

- the pollution degree 
- the characteristics of the soil-ground system. 
Thus, being aware of the pollution features, one can take the 

following prevention measures: 
- the observance of the exploitation technologies of natural 

resources which cause the disturbance of soil and subsoil; 
- the strict limitation of the areal necessary for technological 

activities in order to forestall the removal from the production circuit of a 
larger area 

- the protection of the productive soil layers (rich in clay) 
established by special pedological researches ; the protected productive soil 
will be used at the ecological reconstruction of degraded habitats after 
finishing all the exploited resources and after ending up the exploitation 
activity; no exploitation technology of oil and subsoil resources should not 
be finished without undertaking specific activities for the ecological 
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reconstruction of the affected habitats and its including in the natural 
ecosystem of the respective area on the qualitative levels previous to 
degradation. The best form of decontaminating is the leakage prevention of 
the oil products through adopting some ecological constructive solutions. 

Taking into account the consequences of pollution regarding the 
soils and agricultural grounds, the unexpected expenses for decontamination 
for the long period in which the affected ecosystem can operate again, the 
diversity of the decontaminating solutions that should be adopted depending 
on the pollution’s nature (petroleum, petroleum and salty water, salty water), 
on the polluted surface and the placement of polluted area in the entire 
ecosystem it is very important to take these measures preventively, 
measures which make pollution be avoided or eliminated as much as 
possible. Thus, some measures should be imposed: 

- the replacement of the old or deteriorated  transport pipes on time  
- the observance of the exploitation technology of the oil equipment 

(such as derricks, oil parks, processing and transfer stations of oil and of oil 
residues, transport pipes, equipments, etc.) 

- the precautious supervision in rainy periods of the derricks’ 
squares, of oil basins with the purpose of preventing the leakage of pollution 

- the reconstruction of the protection dykes around the exploitation 
squares with possibilities to gather the oil inside or in case of leakages and 
the taking over of gathered residues inside the exploitation squares. 
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